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1. Implementing our Strategic Economic Plan 

1.1 Our Strategic Economic Plan – Delivering national growth, locally – is summarised in Figure 1-1 

below.  This document – our Implementation Plan – is one of three that comprise our overall 

Strategic Economic Plan.  It explains how we will achieve our objectives and realise our vision.  It 

also summarises our “asks of” and “offers to” government. 

Figure 0-1: Our Strategic Economic Plan 

 

1.2 We will deliver our Strategic Economic Plan through four high level Programmes.  For each of 

these, our Implementation Plan: 

 sets out our “ask of” and “offer to” government at a programme level 

 makes the case for investment (i.e. our high level rationale and intervention logic) 

 outlines what we will do in the short term to make it happen; this includes where we 

need support through Local Growth Fund 2015/16 to deliver “shovel ready” projects  

 explains our longer term commitments and aspirations. 
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1.3 Later chapters of our Implementation Plan set out how we will work with neighbouring LEPs; 

describe our governance arrangements; and present our plans with regard to monitoring and 

evaluation.  There is an annex which details the approach we have used in generating our first-

cut estimate of impact. 

1.4 Our Implementation Plan is supported by an accompanying volume which provides detailed 

synopses of all projects contained within this Implementation Plan and seeking LGF funding in 

2015/16, plus transport projects seeking funding from 2016/17.  Similar detail is available for 

later projects, on request.   

1.5 Finally, our Implementation Plan is underpinned by eight substantive Evidence Papers.  These are 

a material component of our overall Strategic Economic Plan.  They provide evidence on the 

rationale for all of our intervention priorities, and they also set out the wider context.  Relevant 

Papers are referenced in the course of this Implementation Plan.  

1.6 By its nature, our Implementation Plan will be a live document and a live process; it will be used 

constantly to inform TVB LEP’s own work and it will be refreshed regularly.   

–

1.7 Embedded within this Implementation Plan is our bid for resources from 2015/16 LGF and our 

proposed Local Growth Deal.  This is summarised in Box 1-1 below. 

Box 1-1:  In summary – our bid for resources from LGF and our proposed Local Growth Deal 

Through the delivery of projects seeking support through 2015/16 LGF, by 2020/21, we will deliver 21,060 jobs 

and 10,702 houses. We estimate that in net terms, our GVA will be £588m higher than it would otherwise have 

been (excluding the substantial contribution to GVA that will be achieved as a result of time savings through 

reduced congestion).  Overall, we estimate that we will offer around £11 GVA (at 2015/16 Present Values) for 

each £1 of 2015/16 Local Growth Fund invested in Thames Valley Berkshire. 

The impact of our Strategic Economic Plan over this period will be greater.  Alongside our 2015/16 LGF projects, 

our Implementation Plan includes some projects that are seeking support through LGF from 2016/17 and some 

that are funded separately through, for example, EU SIF.  If we include this wider group, we expect to deliver – by 

2020/21 – over 28,000 jobs and almost 16,000 houses.  We estimate that in net terms, our GVA will be well 

over £700m higher than it would otherwise have been (noting that this figure again excludes the substantial 

contribution to GVA that will be achieved as a result of time savings through reduced congestion).   
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In addition, it is worth noting that across our 2015/16 LGF projects and our wider group of projects, many of our 

key interventions are long term in nature and will deliver significantly greater outcomes and impacts later. 

Our Ask: 

 We need £43.8m from the 2015/16 LGF.  This includes provision for transport schemes (£38.5m) and one 

FE Capital project (£2.3m).  It also makes provision for the continuation of our Growth Hub (initially for one 

year, but we will also want to fund it through to 2020/21; this is our main revenue ask), a high profile 

International Business project, our Network of Networks, and a number of critical exploratory exercises, all 

of them infrastructure-related.  All of our 2015/16 LGF projects are “shovel ready”  

 We need commitments from central government to deliver national transport priorities to schedule – 

particularly Western Rail Access to Heathrow and M4 motorway improvements; and in the longer term, to 

make early progress towards semi-fast Crossrail services to Reading, electrification of the line to Bedwyn, a 

Third Thames Crossing and Southern Rail Access to Heathrow 

 We need – following our own exploratory work – commitments from central government to respond to any 

requirements for flood-related investments 

 We need a creative partnership with UKTI to deliver our high profile International Business project, 

recognising that TVB is in a unique position in relation to international inward investment  

Our Offer: 

 Substantial levels of private sector leverage, both through our projects (estimated at £120m from our 

15/16 LGF projects, and double that across our wider project priorities), but especially through our wider 

development process.  The private sector is investing actively in TVB and whilst we cannot attribute that to 

our LGF 2015/16 bid, there is a strong inter-relationship between public investment in improved 

infrastructure, skills, etc and sustained private investment to support business growth. The value of known 

and planned investment is significant, e.g. £240m in being invested over two phases in the ongoing 

regeneration of Bracknell town centre and SEGRO is investing £65m in Slough Trading Estate during 2014 

 The accelerated delivery of major initiatives aimed at nationally significant wealth creation, notably Thames 

Valley Science Park; this is not seeking resources from 2015/16 LGF but it is crucially important to the 

delivery of our SEP.  It will be open by 2017 and, once completed, will generate several thousand high value, 

knowledge-based, jobs 

 A far closer working relationship with our neighbouring LEPs, particularly Oxfordshire (which is important in 

relation to the Third Thames Crossing and Thames Valley Science Park), Buckinghamshire (with which we 

have agreed to appoint joint Independent Assessors for transport schemes as part of our 2015/16 LGF bid), 

and Enterprise M3 (and other LEPs within the “Greater Thames Valley”); this will allow for wider synergies 

and benefits. 
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1.8 Our vision, overarching priority and headline objectives are now providing the high-level “route 

map” for all of TVB LEP’s activities. Our European Structural and Investment Funds Investment 

Strategy (EU SIF) – 2014-20 sets out investment priorities in relation to our 28.7m € allocation 

from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the European Social Fund (ESF); and 

our allocation of £1,125,081 from the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development 

(EAFRD). These investment priorities are aligned wholly with our Strategic Economic Plan (as 

indeed are those linked to other funding streams over which we have influence). We regard EU 

SIF as an important funding source in delivering our SEP, as shown in the graphic below.  

 

1.9 Within this Implementation Plan, we include explicit reference to a number of projects which will 

be match-funded through EU SIF, in order to accelerate their delivery: 

 Thames Valley Science Park 

 Gearing up for STEM 

 Apprenticeships:  Strategy and Awareness Raising 

 Berkshire Skills for Employment 

 Positioning TVB for a digital future. 
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1.10 Our bid – and our wider Implementation Plan and proposed Local Growth Deal – has received 

unanimous support from the TVB LEP Forum (which met to consider it on 21
st

 March 2014; the 

make-up of our Forum is detailed in Chapter 6).  All six of our unitary authorities have, in addition, 

taken the SEP through their own democratic processes and all have endorsed it without 

reservation.  We therefore have a partnership foundation that is especially strong as a basis for 

moving forward. 

1.11 In addition, we have strong support from our business community – and we consider this to be 

critical.  There are over 40,000 businesses within TVB.  Over the last six months, we have 

consulted with them in depth; held discussions through both our SME Action Group and 

Corporates Forum; and – over recent weeks – we have completed a major business survey which 

was distributed to a broad cross-section of our firms.  Verbatim feedback from our business 

survey is summarised in Box 1-2 below – along with a summary of our response to it.  This 

constitutes a strong endorsement for our Implementation Plan (and indeed our wider SEP). 
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1.12  

Box 1-2 – The voice of our businesses 

Feedback from a survey of businesses in TVB (undertaken independently by Content Guru (a local 

communications technology firm, based in Bracknell Forest), in Jan-Feb 2014), and our response to it: 

What our businesses have said to us: Have we responded – and if so, how? 

“We need urgent infrastructure enhancements in and 

around Reading if we are to continue attracting 

businesses and individuals. I live in Reading and work in 

Woodley; the 4 mile commute can take 1 hour which is 

ridiculous” 

 We have prioritised interventions which enhance 

connectivity within and between our towns, 

including both Mass Rapid Transit and Park & Ride 

schemes.  So as well as easing congestion, we are 

looking to effect a modal shift towards more 

sustainable transport 

“Heathrow is vital to the economy of the Thames 

Valley and any other location for airport expansion 

would significantly dilute and confuse the impact”  

 We are seeking urgent clarification from 

government on future plans for Heathrow and have 

submitted evidence on behalf of four LEPs to the 

Davies Commission 

“Our biggest difficulty is the infrastructure. We are 

seeing big investment in the railway's east-west 

corridor but we desperately need more road space, 

especially a third urban crossing of the River Thames 

in Reading”  

 We have prioritised interventions which create 

greater capacity on the existing road network   

 We are also explicitly advocating a Third Thames 

Crossing and are committed to leading early 

development work linked to it 

“The region needs broadband, especially in the rural 

areas as more and more people do some if not all of 

their work from home. It is very challenging to run your 

own business if you don't have broadband and the lack 

of broadband is already impacting on house prices or 

no sales. It is also vital for children’s education with 

modern teaching methods”  

 We are promoting a cross-LEP project which is 

exploring the potential of 5G 

 Through our Solutions Labs project, we are 

investing in our FE Colleges 

“Our towns are becoming homogenised wastelands of 

chain shops and restaurants.  Councils and property 

developers should be encouraged to supply low rent 

low rates premises to new ventures so as to foster 

and encourage micro entrepreneurs also” 

 We are taking steps to focus on the vibrancy of 

our town centres, working closely with on-going 

development and regeneration processes 

“I am in the process of setting up a business to help 

new businesses to develop & grow. I would like the 

 Our Business Growth Hub has been set up for 

precisely this purpose.  One of our “wider asks” is 
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opportunity to discuss our progress & explore any 

assistance that we might be able to receive in our 

aims”  

that revenue funding should be provided so that it 

can continue beyond 2014/15 

“The quality of school leavers and graduates in the 

tech industry is woeful. Thames Valley has the 

additional difficulty of recruiting the brightest sparks, 

many of whom can easily commute to London, earn 

more and enjoy the London lifestyle” 

AND 

“Put the most effort into preparing school leavers for 

WORK.  That means teaching them about punctuality, 

manners, speaking to customers, switching off their 

mobiles at work, and many other gripes that small 

business owners have with their employees” 

 Our Solution Labs project will involve employers 

in designing STEM-related training for our young 

people 

 We are advancing the Berkshire Future Talent 

programme in a quest to build stronger links 

between businesses and schools 

 We concur also with the “London challenge”.  

Many of our prioritised interventions are concerned, 

fundamentally, with stemming this tide! 

“Developing local talent will have a greater impact on 

the TV community than importing skills and I believe 

the international community will envy high local 

employment rates and strong communities and will 

see investment in the area as a long term 

commitment”  

 As above, our skills projects have been put in 

place with this objective in mind.  We recognise that 

the skills of our people are amongst the major 

draws for the inward investors that we are keen to 

encourage 

“Berkshire also is home to many people working in the 

City of London as well as locally based service 

industries. My sector (Insurance) has seen 

consolidation over the past decade with the closure of 

many offices of major insurers. We need to encourage 

such ventures back in to the area”  

 Our TVB International Business project will 

attract inward investors from a range of sectors, 

including financial services 
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2. Infrastructure (transport, communications and 

place-shaping) Programme 

Achieving our Vision for Thames Valley Berkshire: 

 “….Our infrastructure will match the scale of our ambition and potential.  And people will choose 

Thames Valley Berkshire as the place to live and work.” 

 

Box 2-1:  Infrastructure – transport, communications and place-shaping 

Through the projects that are seeking 2015/16 LGF funding, by 2020/21, the delivery of our Infrastructure 

Programme will result in 10,702 additional houses, 16,106 jobs and 345,930 sq m of employment floorspace.  

This will result in a net increase in GVA of £448.4m compared to our baseline projection; this excludes the 

substantial additional GVA benefits which will accrue from time savings linked to the alleviation of congestion. 

Through the implementation of our SEP, by 2020/21 (i.e. including projects seeking funding from LGF in later 

years), the delivery of our Infrastructure Programme will result in an additional 15,900 houses; 22,974 jobs; and 

436,666 sq m of employment floorspace.  This will result in a net increase in GVA of £639.6m compared to our 

baseline projection, excluding the substantial additional GVA benefits which will accrue from time savings linked 

to the alleviation of congestion. 

Our Ask: 

 We need £39.0m from 2015/16 LGF to be spent on infrastructure 

 Of this, we need £38.5m from 2015/16 LGF to be invested in 11 transport schemes; plus £70.2m for 

transport schemes in later years of LGF  

 We need revenue funding summing to £550k in 2015/16 to support major pieces of exploratory work, 

including in relation to the Third Thames Crossing and an appropriate response to flood risk.  Depending on 

the outcome of our preliminary work, we will want to work with government towards early implementation 

in later years of the SEP period 

 We need firm commitments from government to deliver Western Rail Access to Heathrow (WRAtH) as soon 

as practical and no later than by 2021, and M4 motorway improvements starting in 2016  

Our Offer: 

 We will lever substantial private sector investment:  £68.2m across the 2015/16 and later LGF transport 

schemes and £69.8m across the Infrastructure Programme as a whole 
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 We will achieve significant transport improvements – including 356,000 P&R passenger trips and 5.1m MRT 

passenger trips per annum as part of a range of measures to increase sustainable travel, effect modal shifts 

and ease congestion, meaning that 323,506 minutes are saved at the daily morning peak 

 We will complete an objective assessment of housing need across TVB in order to inform future iterations 

of Local Plans 

 We will lead or engage in development work linked to ventures of national significance – notably a Third 

Thames Crossing; semi-fast Crossrail services to Reading; railway electrification to Bedwyn; and Southern 

Rail Access to Heathrow. 

2.1 Over recent years, our strong economic performance has been premised on connectivity – locally, 

nationally and internationally.  But our transport infrastructure is now very congested (see 

Evidence Paper 7) and this is a significant constraint on growth; looking ahead, we will not 

realise our full economic potential unless there is substantial further investment.  Although we 

benefit from a vibrant private sector development process, we need to ensure that our principal 

housing and employment sites are viable (which in some cases requires up-front infrastructure 

investment).  We must also take steps to plan for the longer term – working through the 

provision we need to make for housing, for flood risk management, for utilities and digital 

connectivity. Our Infrastructure (transport, communications and place-shaping) Programme is 

therefore critically important in striving towards our overall Vision for Thames Valley Berkshire.  

Investment priorities are grouped into six Packages.  Their underlying intervention logic and the 

outputs, outcomes and impacts they will generate are summarised below; further evidence and 

insight is provided (separately) in Evidence Papers 6 and 7.  The table that follows explains how 

they will be resourced and implemented. 
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Figure 2-1: Infrastructure – transport, communications and place-shaping – high level logic chain 

 

Table 2-1: Infrastructure – transport, communications and place-shaping:  How we will implement our Packages 

Package 2015/16 LGF / 

“wider ask” 

Wider delivery 

mechanisms 

1: Unlocking housing development   

2: Enhancing urban connectivity   

3: Encouraging vibrant town centres   

4: Positioning TVB for a digital future   

5: Foundations for future growth – housing, transport, utilities   

6: Enhancing the strategic transport network   
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Summary of bid for resources from 2015/16 LGF 

2.3 Under our Infrastructure Programme, our bid for resources from 2015/16 LGF includes 11 

transport schemes (grouped into two Packages). We have worked with our six Local Transport 

Authorities and have examined the risks linked to deliverability. We are confident that the 11 

schemes identified as early funding priorities are “ready to go” in 2015/16 and five of them will 

be completed “in year”. 

2.4 Through 2015/16 LGF we are also seeking support for some critical preparatory work relating to 

our wider infrastructure.  Whilst the sums involved are modest, we need revenue funding to 

advance these crucial pieces of work.    

2.5 Looking ahead, there are a further five transport schemes which will require support from LGF 

from 2016/17 onwards. Detailed proformas are available for all of these schemes in an 

accompanying document: 

 Wokingham Distributor Roads 

 Newbury Sandleford Park 

 East Reading Mass Rapid Transit 

 Bracknell Martin’s Heron (A322/A329) 

 Maidenhead Station Access 

2.6 Below we describe our transport funding priorities for 2015/16. 

2.7 Package 1 is critically important with regard to housing delivery.  In 2015/16 – and with support 

from LGF – we intend to deliver three transport schemes which will unlock substantial housing 

sites (and some related employment land). 

2.8 Two of these schemes are in Newbury (West Berkshire): 

 King’s Road Link Road will unlock the delivery of the Racecourse Strategic Development 

Location (SDL), one of two major housing sites in Newbury which is planned to 

accommodate some 1,500 dwellings.  In addition, the scheme will support the 
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substantial industrial area nearby (Hambridge Road and Lane) which currently provides 

5,000 jobs and will, over time, be in need of re-investment.  Linked to this, the scheme 

will also contribute directly to the delivery of 167 dwellings on a site which is highly 

sustainable.  The requirement is for £2.335m from LGF (of which £1.335m will be spent 

in 2015/16) as part of a wider funding Package, the total value of which is approaching 

£5m. 

 London Road Industrial Estate is the name given to a scheme on the A339 in Newbury.  

It will provide a new road junction and associated widening to provide access to the 

London Road Industrial Estate which will unlock its potential for redevelopment; the 

13ha site will then provide 160-300 houses and apartments (including affordable 

housing), as well as up to 14,000 sq m of employment space, a 80 bed hotel, healthcare 

and community services.  The funding requirement is for £1.9m from LGF in 2015/16 as 

part of a wider resourcing Package of £2.4m. 

2.9 The third scheme is the Warfield Link Road in Bracknell (Bracknell Forest).  This project involves 

building a road to unlock a Strategic Development Location (for 2,200 new dwellings, schools, 

neighbourhood centre, open space, Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace (SANGs) and other 

infrastructure and facilities).  The link road crosses the middle of the site and will provide access 

for many development parcels. Whilst the original intention was that the road should be funded 

through the development process, viability issues are hampering progress.  The construction of 

the link road is essential to achieve an early start on-site because it provides access benefits to 

housing parcels; and access to a new primary school which needs to be built to allow the 

development to proceed.  The funding requirement for the Warfield Link Road is £3.5m from LGF 

in 2015/16 (and a total scheme cost of £5.2m).  

2.10 From Package 2, we intend to advance six schemes with support from LGF in 2015/16.  All of 

these are intended to enhance connectivity either within or between our urban areas.  They are 

important both in addressing some of the challenges linked to congestion and securing genuine 

critical mass – in economic terms – across our polycentric geography. 

2.11 Three of our priorities within Package 2 are close to the boundary between the boroughs of 

Reading and Wokingham: 

 Reading Green Park Railway Station: The proposal is for the construction of a new 

railway station on the Reading to Basingstoke line, along with a multi-modal 
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interchange.  This will improve public transport accessibility and reduce road congestion 

in the vicinity of Green Park.  It will also unlock the consented development of 735 

dwellings at Green Park Village.  The scheme requires funding amounting to £6.4m from 

LGF (of which £3.2m will be spent in 2015/16).  The overall scheme cost is £9m. 

 East Park and Ride, Reading: This scheme is being advanced by both unitary authorities 

(Reading and Wokingham).  Its purpose is to provide congestion relief and improve 

access to Reading town centre and major employment sites, from the east.  It will 

complement the planned (and funded) Park and Ride facility at Winnersh Triangle.  

Longer term it will also facilitate the proposed East Reading Mass Rapid Transit route.  

East Park and Ride Reading scheme requires funding amounting to £2.9m from LGF (of 

which £0.9m will be spent in 2015/16).  The overall scheme cost is £3.6m. 

 South Reading Mass Rapid Transit:  This is a complex and ambitious scheme which can 

be delivered in a number of phases.  Its purpose is to provide a series of bus priority 

measures on the A33, connecting the Mereoak Park & Ride facility south of M4 junction 

11 (funded and planned for delivery in 2014) to existing businesses and business parks, 

the planned Green Park railway station, further commercial development, Madejski 

stadium, new additional residential development, central Reading and Reading Station. 

The scheme will increase overall trip capacity and reduce congestion on a key transport 

corridor (noting that there is planned growth of 7,500 jobs and 1,500 dwellings on the 

A33 Corridor itself).  More generally, it will connect the town centre to major 

employment locations and major housing developments.   This scheme requires funding 

from LGF amounting to £4.48m for two discrete sub-projects.  The first project requires 

2015/16 LGF funding of £2.96m.  The second project needs funding of £1.52m from 

2016/17 SLGF.  Across both sub-projects, the total funding Package is estimated to be 

£5.6m. 

2.12 A further scheme is on the southern edge of Bracknell.  Coral Reef Roundabout is part of a series 

of planned access improvements along the A322/A329 corridor between the M3 and M4 

motorways. Coral Reef Roundabout is currently a significant pinch point, and – through 

improvements to the roundabout as well as other minor junction improvements – the aim is to 

reduce journey times at a relatively low cost.  In the context of other planned improvements 

along the corridor, this will support developments set out in both Wokingham's and Bracknell's 

adopted Local Plans.  These include regenerated Town Centres and approximately 24,000 new 

houses to be built by 2026. The Coral Reef Roundabout scheme requires funding amounting to 

£2.1m from LGF in 2015/16 as part of a package with a total value of £3m. 
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2.13 In the east of TVB, three schemes are proposed in the borough of Slough: 

 Slough Rapid Transit Phase 1:  This scheme will provide segregated bus lanes and other 

priority measures between Slough Trading Estate, Slough town centre and east to 

Junction 5 of the M4 motorway.  As well as a step change in public transport use, the 

scheme will reduce road congestion and increase economic efficiency.  It is also linked to 

the delivery of significant employment floorspace (on Slough Trading Estate and in 

Slough town centre) and over 3,000 dwellings.  The scheme requires funding amounting 

to £5.6m from LGF (of which £3.6m will be spent in 2015/16).  The overall scheme cost 

is £9.1m. 

 Slough A332 Improvements:  This scheme is concerned with junction improvements, 

road widening and other works along the A332.  It will reduce congestion, encourage a 

smoother flow of vehicles and provide journey time reliability.  It will support delivery 

plans for Slough town centre – including 3,000 new dwellings.  The scheme requires 

funding from LGF in 2015/16 amounting to £2.7m; the total cost of the scheme is £5m. 

 Slough A355 Route: The purpose of this scheme is to improve traffic flow on the 

strategic north-south A355 route between the M4, Slough Trading Estate and the M40 

and to enhance access to Slough town centre.  The scheme itself involves the 

remodelling of the Copthorne roundabout, signal and junction upgrades, selected road 

widening and bus priority measures.  It will support the delivery of major regeneration 

schemes in Slough town centre and Slough Trading Estate, contributing to significant 

housing and employment growth.  The scheme is seeking £4.4m from LGF in 2015/16.  

The value of the overall funding package is £5.8m. 

2.14 The last of our short term funding requirements is a Sustainable Transport and Minor Schemes 

Package.  This complements the highway schemes required to deliver new housing and is 

strongly linked to current and future Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF) programmes. The 

aims are to give residents wider travel choices, support behavioural change programmes and 

help reduce CO2 emissions and peak traffic congestion. The package includes support for the 

proposed National Cycle Route (NCN) 422; a cross-border cycling initiative with Buckinghamshire 

Thames Valley LEP in the A4 corridor; an electric vehicle car club and a range of very local 

initiatives linked to LSTF revenue proposals. The funding requirement from LGF is £3.7m in 

2015/16; similar sums are earmarked for future years. 
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Other priorities to position us for long term growth 

2.15 We have secured significant private sector investment in TVB, particularly in our town centres.  

Our track record is impressive:  major schemes – with little or no public subsidy – are being 

delivered in all of our major towns.     

2.16 We need to continue to give the private sector the confidence to invest.  The transport schemes 

outlined above will help, but in addition, we want to intervene directly to bring challenging sites 

to market.  Although a long term project, one is outstanding in this regard: 

 Gas Works Land Remediation:  This brownfield site, located in the East Side Major 

Opportunity Area in central Reading, contains a redundant gas holder and the land is 

contaminated. It is earmarked for between 500 and 700 homes but needs funding to 

bring forward the decontamination works.  We will be applying for funding to support 

this venture in the next round of LGF. 

2.17 TVB has a twin track strategy of ‘raising the floor’ and ‘raising the ceiling’ for the digital future. 

The demands on firms to manage data are increasing exponentially, and TVB has to be 

internationally competitive in its provision. This includes high capacity broadband, 5G mobile and 

fibre to cabinet connectivity. 

2.18 We are already on track to achieve up to 24 Mbps broadband availability to 95% of the 

population. We have done much of this through a £8.06 million contract with BT, funded by TVB 

LEP/local authorities and BDUK (25% each) and 50% by BT.  

2.19 Across the wider Thames Valley, we intend to align resources behind 5G Technologies that are 

under development at the University of Surrey. The aim is to connect the developing 5G cluster 

to other areas of smart specialisation in Thames Valley Berkshire, e.g. mobile applications, 

computer games, video and music content providers; and to develop potential content supply 

chain opportunities around 5G.  This is a medium term project that we will be investing in 

through our EU Structural Funds. 
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2.20 We need to invest now in a series of interventions which link, fundamentally, to future growth.  

We are therefore bidding to 2015/16 LGF for revenue funding as a contribution to some critical 

pieces of research.  These include: 

 A review of approaches to the management of flood risk in TVB:  Over recent months, 

TVB has been severely affected by flooding and businesses have been disrupted.  

Previously, the evidence had suggested that appropriate defences and policies were in 

place, but these assumptions clearly need to be revisited once the clear-up has finished.  

We need to secure revenue funding from government to part-fund an urgent piece of 

exploratory work. This has already been initiated with neighbouring LEPs to ensure that 

those water courses that feed into main channels, and which run through other sub 

regions, are tackled in a cohesive way. 

 TVB-wide Strategic Housing Market Area Assessment (SHMAA):  While current Local 

Plans make provision for significant housing development, we need to be alert to longer 

term needs.  Therefore we propose to contribute to a pan-TVB SHMAA (led by West 

Berkshire Council) to ensure that the full ambitions of the SEP are reflected in the 

assessment of housing need that is made to inform future revisions to Local Plans. 

 Developmental approaches:  We intend to develop more sustainable transport schemes 

that will both lead to modal shifts and alleviate congestion.  Two of these require 

development work over the next two years: 

 Slough Mass Rapid Transit – eastern section from Slough to Heathrow 

 Reading Mass Rapid Transit – south eastern section between Reading, 

Wokingham and Bracknell. 

2.21 Beyond the delivery of the current tranche of local schemes and projects outlined above – and 

plans for the next group – our objectives for Infrastructure – transport, communications and 

place-shaping depend crucially on national infrastructure discussions and debates.  Our response 

comprises our sixth intervention Package. 
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2.22 There is a need to make rapid headway with regard to programmed investments in the strategic 

transport network.   We have seen significant investment by Network Rail in Reading Railway 

Station; and we welcome government’s commitment to major rail investment in the Western 

Route (including electrification, new train sets and Crossrail).   With regard to the strategic road 

network, we welcome plans for the early implementation of the M4 Smart Motorway scheme 

but will lobby for it to include appropriate screening, noise reduction and air quality measures.   

2.23 But there is far more to do.  Western Rail Access to Heathrow is critical, and we are seeking 

certainty with regard to its early implementation.  In a similar vein, there is a need to advance 

plans with regard to Southern Rail Access to Heathrow, and to invest in the Reading to London 

Waterloo, and Reading to Gatwick lines.  

2.24 On our roads, we need to improve north-south links between the M3 and M4 motorways.  We 

also need to investigate options to progress a Third Thames Crossing that would address a 

bottleneck on an important north-south link. This will require close collaboration with 

neighbouring LEPs and a strategic approach by government. 

2.25 In 2015/16, we intend to work with relevant partners to complete significant development work 

in relation to schemes that – over the medium-long term – could be transformative.  In summary, 

they include: 

 Third Thames Crossing:  Preparatory work is necessary to demonstrate the strategic 

significance of addressing this north-south bottleneck. We will work with the 

Oxfordshire LEP and other partners to action this. 

 Crossrail: semi-fast services to and from Reading:  This will necessitate representations 

to Network Rail’s Western Route Study and will provide a step change in connectivity.  It 

will add impact to the committed and ongoing Reading Station Area Redevelopment 

Project and the electrification of the Great Western Mainline.  It will also enhance semi-

fast inter urban rail connectivity within Thames Valley Berkshire; this is critical given our 

polycentric form.  

 Extension of electrification of railway to Bedwyn:  We support the electrification of the 

Berks & Hants line beyond Newbury, certainly as far as Bedwyn and will work with the 

rail industry on an economic case for this. 
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2.26 The table below summarises the short term funding requirements in relation to our 

Infrastructure (transport, communications and place-shaping) Programme.  It also shows the 

outputs that will be generated.  

Table 2-2: Infrastructure (transport, communications, place-shaping) Programme:  Funding, outputs and 

outcomes/impacts 

Programme Summary Aggregate across all short term projects 

Sources of Funding  

 2015/16 LGF/”wider asks” £38.5m capital funding and £550k revenue funding 

 Later LGF (2016/17 onwards) £72.7m capital funding (of which £70.3m is for transport schemes) 

 Other public sector For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  £8.8m 

 Private sector For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  £8.3m 

Outputs to 2020/21  

 Employment floorspace  345,930 sq m (2015/16 LGF projects only); 436,666 sq m (whole 

Programme) 

 Park & Ride Passenger trips 356,000 (2015/16 LGF projects only) 

 MRT trips per annum 835,290 (2015/16 LGF projects only); 5.135m (whole Programme) 

 Journey time savings (peak AM 

minutes) 

48,248 (2015/16 LGF projects only); 323,506 (whole Programme) 

Outcomes/impacts to 2020/21  

 Additional houses 10,702 (2015/16 LGF projects only); 15,900 (whole Programme) 

 Additional jobs 16,106 (2015/16 LGF projects only); 22,974 (whole Programme) 

 Net additional GVA £448.4m (2015/16 LGF projects only); £639.6m (whole Programme) 

 

Note on Pre-Committed Local Growth Fund 

2.27 The Department for Transport has previously committed £14.5m from the LGF to the Berkshire 

Local Transport Body.  The profiling of this allocation is as follows. 
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Table 2-3: DfT allocation to Berkshire LTB 

 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 Total 

£m 3.625 3.625 3.625 3.625 14.5 

  

2.28 Note that the Berkshire LTB priority schemes are all included in the “ask” set out in our 

Implementation Plan. 
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3. Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth 

Programme 

Achieving our Vision for Thames Valley Berkshire: 

 “….The ambition and creativity of our established businesses will be 

energised through strong, knowledge-rich, networks…” 

Box 3-1:  Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth Programme 

Our Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth Programme is making modest asks of LGF 2015/16.  The 

projects that are funded in part through it will deliver 719 jobs and 600 sq m of employment floorspace by 

2020/21; and their impact will be seen in a net GVA uplift of around £20.0m (assuming revenue funding is also 

found for later years). 

Through the wider Programme – some of which makes no call at all on LGF – we will deliver, by 2020/21, 1,344 

permanent jobs (and 500 temporary ones) and 10,600 sq m of employment floorspace.  Net GVA impacts will be 

in the order of £37.4m.  In addition, there will be substantial further impacts downstream, not least as the 

Thames Valley Science Park is completed. 

Our Ask: 

 £1.32m of revenue funding and £25k of capital in 2015/16 (and a commitment to revenue funding in later 

years) to support the continuation of our Business Growth Hub, plus £50k to support our “Network of 

Networks” 

 £11.47m of funding in later years of LGF; most of this will support the continuing operation of our Business 

Growth Hub through to 2020/21 

Our Offer: 

 We will use resources from EU SIF to support the delivery of a world class Science Park at the University of 

Reading, a scheme that is being led by the University and is opening up substantial amounts of housing as 

part of the development process.  Thames Valley Science Park is a flagship project within our whole 

Strategic Economic Plan 

 We will build a strong investor network within TVB (enabling £10.3m of risk capital to be invested) aiding 

the growth of early stage and knowledge-based businesses.  This should generate significant wider 

benefits of relevance to the UK economy as a whole. 
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3.1 Across TVB, there are well over 40,000 businesses.  Amongst these, there is a strong 

complement of major corporates but also a large number of small and micro businesses.  We 

need to ensure that TVB remains an excellent place for “doing business”, and one that is 

increasingly part of a knowledge-rich eco-system (that extends well beyond our borders).  In this 

context, we need to exploit ideas better and equip our businesses to grow.  

3.2 In relation to our Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth Programme, our overarching 

intervention logic is summarised below.  Supporting evidence is provided (separately) in Evidence 

Papers 2, 3 and 4. 

Figure 3-1: Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth Programme – high level logic chain 

 

3.3 In advancing this Programme, we have identified five major Projects.  They are variable in scope 

and include some major initiatives for TVB, most notably Thames Valley Science Park, but also a 

number of much smaller and/or more speculative opportunities. The overall shape of the 

resourcing plan is shown in the table below.  The principal interventions are then described in the 
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paragraphs that follow, focusing first on the short term delivery priorities and second on the 

longer term ventures. 

Table 3-1: Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth Programme:  How we will implement our 

Packages/Projects 

Project 2015/16 LGF / 

“wider ask” 

Wider delivery 

mechanisms 

1: Business Growth Hub   

2: University of Reading Science Park   

3: Thames Valley Investment Network   

4: Network of Networks   

5: Foundations for future enterprise – co-working space, AWE   

3.4 There are four projects that are being delivered – or quickly need to be delivered – as immediate 

priorities.  These are highly inter-related and their purpose is to create both the hard 

infrastructure and “softer networks” that are needed to nurture a knowledge-based eco-system 

across TVB (see below).  One project within this is part of our 2015/16 LGF “wider ask”.  Others 

will be resourced internally and/or through other sources (notably EU SIF) and/or provide the 

basis for future bids to LGF. 
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Figure 3-2: Hard infrastructure and “softer networks” to nurture a knowledge-based eco-system across Thames 

Valley Berkshire 

 

Summary of bid for resources from 2015/16 LGF “wider ask”. 

3.5 We are keen to roll-forward our Business Growth Hub.  This was established as part of our City 

Deal with just over a year’s funding secured from the Regional Growth Fund.  However it needs 

further funding from April 2015.   

3.6 Through a series of existing local “touch points”, our Business Growth Hub is delivering: 

 a one stop shop web site as the single gateway for TVB’s growth businesses. This 

provides an overview of grants and services that are available (including through 

national initiatives like Manufacturing Advisory Service, Growth Accelerator, etc.), access 

to information, an events programme and an open innovation platform 

 an events programme and network delivering relevant events and topical activities 

across Berkshire providing knowledge and information exchange for growth businesses 

 a programme of coaching, advice and training through the Henley Accelerator, and 

coaching from an experienced team that is assisting businesses develop strategies and 

plans for growth 
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 a competitive grants programme to fund directly SMEs that need between £10k and 

£40k to develop new products, prove new technologies and get ideas to market. 

Other short term priorities 

3.7 In delivering our Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth Programme, our most important 

venture is the Thames Valley Science Park.  This is a flagship venture for TVB as a whole.  A 

synopsis is provided in Box 3-2 below. 

Box 3-2:  Thames Valley Science Park 

The vision for the Science Park is that it should become “a commercial campus development with international 
appeal to knowledge intensive and commercially focused research institutions.  Delivery of cutting edge facilities 
will create a dynamic environment for like-minded knowledge enterprises seeking a first choice business and 
research location within the connectivity of the M4 Corridor."    

Although a complex scheme, the Science Park is well on the way to becoming reality.  The first phase has 

planning permission.  However significant up-front infrastructure investment is needed, the total value of which 

is estimated to be £15m.  Of this, £6.5m covers the planning condition for construction of the Shinfield Eastern 

Relief Road (ERR) and motorway bridge; it relates to the project’s contribution to those works (which total £33m 

and which are in part loan funded from H&CA underwritten by the University and part funded from the 

University).  The remaining infrastructure cost relates to a further £9.5m for site-specific infrastructure and 

provision of utilities to the site.   Having ‘enabled the site’, the first phase of the project itself will be the delivery 

of the first ‘Gateway’ building for the site.  This will provide specialist space for start-up and growing innovative 

and technology-based companies.   

The enabling infrastructure will be funded in part by the University of Reading and matched through EU SIF 

(ERDF).  This infrastructure will provide attractive development-ready plots to unlock Phase 1.  Subsequently, the 

University intends to use its own resources to develop two further facilities to create a total of 170,000 sq ft of 

specialist business space between 2016 and 2018.  The cost of these facilities will be a further £35m.  

Beyond that, two elements will require additional grant funding to be commercially viable: 

 The establishment of ‘co-working’ space within the Science Park, suitable for start-up and early stage 

companies requiring very flexible accommodation:   The co-working space will provide a focal point for 

business support and network development.  It will also foster open innovation type links with bigger 

companies as well as the R&D base and the University.  This facility will be established in the first 

Gateway building and it will be part-matched through EU SIF (ERDF) 

 The provision of specialist facilities that provide support to groups of (rather than individual) 

companies:  Such facilities could include: the provision of specialist laboratory accommodation for early 

stage bio-tech and med-tech companies; and/or the provision of visualisation type facilities to enable 

exploitation of space related earth observation data (linked to the Satellite Applications Catapult and 

the Centre of Excellence on Earth Observation at the University); and/or the provision of specialist 

large scale med-tech facilities such as GMP medium scale manufacturing linked to the Cell Therapy 

Catapult.  These opportunities are not yet fully worked up but will provide scope for subsequent bids 

to EU SIF (ERDF) and/or later years of LGF. 
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3.8 The third key project is linked to the further development of the Thames Valley Investment 

Network (TVIN).  TVIN is a Business Angel investment network which was established in 2003 

to provide an opportunity for firms in the Thames Valley to obtain risk capital, typically in the 

range of £150k to £750k. The main focus is on technology companies with high growth 

potential.  Building on the existing set-up, the intention now is to support TVIN to increase deal 

flow, enable local investors to find good local opportunities, and attract more companies from 

the TVB area to pitch for funding locally. This will strengthen local networks and make the TVB 

area more attractive for high growth firms. 

3.9 Within this context, the intention is to: 

 work with the Business Growth Hub, University of Reading and professional networks in 

TVB to raise the profile of TVIN (and other support for growth) among small, high 

growth firms 

 hold educational workshops for investors to boost investor numbers 

 secure investment in a co-fund which would invest alongside TVIN business angels in 

businesses based in TVB. In doing so explore the feasibility of a locally driven finance & 

investment strategy; a “Regional Bank”. 

3.10 Our fourth high priority project within our Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth 

Programme is a Network of Networks.  This strand is the most nebulous but we think, 

potentially, it is also the most powerful.  Business networks exist across TVB but they are 

currently fragmented – both spatially (consistent with TVB’s polycentric form) and sectorally.  

Yet amongst the business community there is a huge appetite to create a more strongly 

networked community; and as evidence we would point, for example, to the catalyst to 

networking that has been provided through developments around Reading’s Forbury Square.  

Our intention is to lubricate this process through a modest resource which the LEP will provide; 

our expectation is that it will be a spur to a genuinely networked business community in which 

cross-referrals are common-place and agglomeration benefits are genuinely realised.  We are 

seeking modest 2015/16 LGF support for this key project. 

3.11 Alongside the short term priorities outlined above, there are other longer term and/or more 

speculative ventures that we are keen to advance as part of our Enterprise, Innovation and 

Business Growth Programme.  These are: 
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 a dialogue with AWE to explore the long term potential for a Science Park facility at 

Aldermaston/Burghfield 

 the development of incubator/co-working space within town centres and with 

sponsorship from one or more corporates to complement existing provision across TVB. 

3.12 The table below summarises the short term funding requirements in relation to our Enterprise, 

Innovation and Business Growth Programme.  It also provides a profile of the outputs that will be 

generated within the SEP period (to 2020/21). 

Table 3-2: Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth Programme: Short term funding, outputs and 

outcomes/impacts 

Programme Aggregate across all short term projects 

Sources of Funding  

 2015/16 LGF/”wider asks”  £1.398m funding of which £25,000 is capital 

 Later LGF (2016/17 onwards)] £11.47m, most of which is recurrent revenue funding for Growth Hub 

 Other public sector  For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  £0 

 Private sector For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  £1.633m in 2015/16 and £10.265m in 

later years 

Outputs to 2020/21  

 Risk capital invested Whole Programme: £10.3m 

 Employment floorspace 

created 

Whole Programme:  10,600 sq m 

 Businesses created Whole Programme:  200 

 Businesses assisted Whole Programme: 1,140 

Outcomes/impacts to 2020/21  

 Additional jobs For 2015/16 LGF projects only (assuming revenue funding is found for 

later years):  719 

 Net additional GVA For 2015/16 LGF projects only (assuming revenue funding is found for 

later years):  £20.0m 
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4. Skills, Education and Employment Programme 

Achieving our Vision for Thames Valley Berkshire: 

 “….Our workforce will be the lifeblood of our economy:  young people will 

be inspired and older workers valued...” 

 

Box 4-1:  Skills, Education and Employment Programme 

We are seeking to fund one project through LGF 2015/16.  By 2020/21, this will deliver 250 jobs and various 

other outputs including: 130 L3 Apprentices; 210 Higher Apprentices; 220 L3 STEM qualifications; and 140 

STEM traineeships.  We estimate its overall net impact in GVA terms to be around £8.6m. 

Our wider Skills, Education and Employment Programme will deliver important outcomes including almost 1,000 

Apprenticeships/Higher Apprenticeships and well over 2,000 people with better employability skills.  We 

estimate that the overall impact, by 2020/21 will be a net GVA uplift of £26.5m. 

Our Ask: 

 £2.33m from LGF 2015/16 to fund Solutions Labs 

Our Offer: 

 Significant uplift in the number of young people with STEM qualifications, and of Higher Level Apprentices 

across TVB 

 Improved links between schools and businesses, and better information, advice and guidance for young 

people 

 Significant increase in provision for basic skills (English, Maths, IT and ESOL) within “in work” settings. 

4.1 Within TVB, there is a real imperative to “use people better” in order to drive forward economic 

growth.  This is reflected in the SEP’s overarching priority.  It is also the defining principle of our 

Skills, Education and Employment Programme.   

4.2 Although TVB benefits from a generally buoyant economy, employers struggle to find and retain 

the people they need.  At the same time, too many residents – particularly younger ones – are 

either outside the workforce altogether or, more commonly, working in low paid jobs with limited 
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prospects.  There are a series of market failures implicit within this mismatch and it is these, 

fundamentally, which define the intervention logic for our Skills, Education and Employment 

Programme.  Further evidence is provided in Evidence Papers 2 and 5 (available separately). 

Figure 4-1: Skills, Education and Employment Programme – high level logic chain  

 

4.3 In response, we have identified five priority projects which we intend to take forward.  One of 

these – Solutions Labs – is included in our bid for resources from LGF 2015/16.  The other four 

will be advanced through our City Deal and EU SIF Strategy in combination. 

Table 4-1: Skills, Education and Employment Programme:  How we will implement our projects 

Project 2015/16 LGF / 

“wider ask” 

Wider delivery 

mechanisms 

1: Solutions Labs   

2: Gearing up for STEM    

3: Apprenticeships:  Strategy and awareness raising   

4: Business/Education Links: Berkshire Future Talent   

5: Skills for Employment   
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Box 4-2: Skills, Education and Employment: Links between our SEP and our City Deal  

Within TVB, the City Deal that we and our Unitary Authorities have agreed with government aims to address 

skills gaps and reduce unemployment and underemployment among our 16-24 year old population.  This will be 

achieved in part through a Skills Gateway – a bespoke local access point to employment and skills opportunities 

which will provide employment brokerage, labour market intelligence, a professional development network and 

integrated careers advice provision.  The Skills Gateway will contribute to our Skills, Education and Employment 

Programme, providing scope for substantial synergies. 

Summary of bid for resources from 2015/16 LGF 

4.4 We are seeking support from the LGF for one FE Capital project: Solutions Labs.  A synopsis is 

provided in Box 4-3 and full details are provided in an accompanying document. 

Box 4-3:  Solutions Labs 

In order to realise its growth ambitions, TVB needs more of its young people to be excited by, and equipped for, 

the job opportunities that are emerging through our tech-based businesses.  In this context, we need those 

businesses to work with the area’s FE Colleges to shape curricula so that they are aligned – as far as possible – 

with the changing needs of tech-based businesses (particularly at technician levels).  

To this end, our intention is to refurbish existing buildings within, initially, three of our FE Colleges to create 

Solutions Labs.  These Labs will provide the wherewithal for early stage prototyping.  They will be used both as a 

state-of-the-art setting for teaching students (including higher level Apprentices), and as a resource which is 

available (on a commercial basis) to micro and small businesses in TVB.  Practice elsewhere suggests that small 

companies struggle to afford proto-typing equipment of this type (3-D modelling, printing, simulation, etc.) 

individually, but at certain points in time, the use of it is critical in relation to their own future growth. 

The three Solutions Labs will differ from each other in terms of their technological focus:  at Reading College, 

there will be an emphasis on engineering and science; at Newbury College, the Solutions Lab will be oriented 

towards fusion, mechanical and electrical engineering; and at East Berkshire College, the focus will be on 

engineering and science.  In all cases though, the choice of equipment included within the Solutions Lab will be 

guided by a strong – and on-going – dialogue with relevant businesses so that the facility’s relevance and 

currency is retained (and, over time, recreated). 

The University of Reading is a partner in this venture and we have forged strong links to the emerging Thames 

Valley Science Park.  More immediately, our Solutions Labs will work closely with the Business Growth Hub (which 

is being taken forward as part of our Enterprise, Innovation and Business Growth Programme). 

The cost of the project (in terms of the refurbishment of the FE College buildings and their “kitting out” as 

Solutions Labs) is estimated to be £7m.  It will be funded in part through the LGF 2015/16 (one third of project 

costs).  The balance will be resourced from the FE Colleges and via private sector contributions (two thirds).  

Detailed feasibility work will start shortly and the construction phase should be completed by March 2015.  It is 

anticipated that by 2017/18, it will have achieved outputs including: 130 L3 Apprentices; 210 Higher 

Apprentices; 220 L3 STEM qualifications; 140 STEM traineeships; 280 businesses assisted; 250 new jobs; 100 

new businesses created.   
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4.5 We have four other short term project priorities.  These will be resourced in part through EU SIF 

and City Deal.  In outline: 

 Gearing up for STEM:  The aim is to increase the number of STEM skilled people available 

to work in TVB and reduce the number of businesses frustrated by the challenges of 

recruiting and retaining staff with STEM related specialisms. The focus of activities will 

be to: 

 promote the importance of STEM skills by raising awareness and increasing 

demand for STEM careers and employment opportunities with young people (by 

extending the network of STEM Ambassadors) 

 promote STEM apprenticeships at all levels (ensuring that provision is in place 

to meet employer demand)  

We will gear up for STEM by working with key industry bodies (such as SEMTA, 

STEMnet, other appropriate employer representative groups, local employers, local 

training providers and NAS) to develop a cohesive STEM strategy and action plan for 

STEM apprenticeships.   

 Apprenticeships:  strategy and awareness raising:  TVB LEP is committed to increasing 

the number of apprenticeships across Berkshire, particularly at Advanced and Higher 

levels.  Apprenticeships are recognised as a key route to addressing skills gaps that are 

currently constraining economic growth in TVB. 

There is a clear need for all those with an interest in improving apprenticeships 

performance to work together, avoid duplication and to ensure a cohesive strategic 

approach. We will create a pan-Berkshire group to develop a LEP-area wide 

Apprenticeship Strategy. This group will align activity better and challenge the status 

quo. Its priorities will be to:  

 ensure that apprenticeships meet the needs of the local economy 

 increase employer engagement with apprenticeships 

 increase the awareness and participation in apprenticeships at all levels but in 

particular the number of Advanced and Higher apprenticeships 

 encourage training providers to increase and promote apprenticeship provision. 
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 Business/Education Links:  Berkshire Future Talent Programme:  Driven by the aim of 

reducing youth unemployment across TVB, the Berkshire Future Talent Programme will 

strengthen the linkages between business and education. 

This will be achieved primarily through the cultivation of a network of Business 

Ambassadors who will: 

 work with schools to develop the employability skills of all young people 

 provide local industry knowledge to ensure that labour market intelligence is at 

the heart of information, advice and professional careers advice to all young 

people 

The outcome from this programme will be a new way of managing the relationship 

between schools and local businesses, ultimately developing a more sustainable and 

successful partnership. 

 Skills for Employment (English, Maths, IT and English for Speakers of Other Languages 

(ESOL)):  This project will advance two main strands of activity in order to raise the skills 

levels of local residents: 

 We will provide learning in educational and work settings to allow individuals to 

access it at their convenience and in a setting that is seen as high value and 

aspirational.  This learning will be enhanced through the provision of an on-line 

platform, using the best aspects of social networks, and utilising resources from 

Berkshire businesses – their communication, their reports and materials – to 

create uniquely aspirational and effective training that is immersed in the 

modern Thames Valley Berkshire business environment. These resources will be 

underpinned by academic rigour and specialist educational input; be white 

labelled and endorsed by Berkshire business. 

 We will establish and develop a virtual hub of experts from education and 

business. They will be tasked to work together to develop and maintain the on-

line platform, and be available for advice and support. 

4.6 Over time, new project priorities will emerge.  There will be three main drivers for these:  national 

and institutional changes (such as those currently working through, linked to the Skills Funding 
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Agency); changes within the economy of Thames Valley Berkshire; and lessons learned and 

insights gained from the delivery of the first tranche of projects outlined above. 

4.7 The table below summarises funding requirements in relation our Skills, Education and 

Employment Programme.  It also shows the outputs that will be generated.  

Table 4-2: Skills, Education and Employment Programme:  Short term funding, outputs and outcomes/impacts 

Programme Aggregate across all short term projects 

Sources of Funding  

 2015/16 LGF/”wider asks” £2.33m for Solutions Labs 

 Other public sector For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  £4.66m 

 Private sector For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  £0 

Outputs (to 2020/21)  

 Higher Level Apprenticeships For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  210 (within a total of 

410 across the wider Programme) 

 Apprenticeships For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  130 (within a total of 

550 across the wider Programme) 

 STEM Qualifications/skills For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  360 (within a total of 

900 across the wider Programme) 

 Level 1 skills in English, maths, IT, ESOL Across the wider Programme: 2,390 

 Businesses assisted For 2015/16 LGF projects only:  280 

Outcomes/impacts (to 2020/21)  

 Additional jobs 250 

 Net additional GVA For 2015/16 LGF projects only: £8.6m (within a total of 

£26.5m across the wider Programme) 
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5. International Programme 

Achieving our Vision for Thames Valley Berkshire: 

“The vibrancy of our business community will be internationally envied...” 

 

Box 5-1:  International Programme 

Our International Programme is a flagship for TVB, given its uniquely international character.  Through it we will 

re-position TVB to international inward investors providing the catalyst for a new wave of investment to the UK.  

This will result in almost 4,000 jobs by 2020/21 (most of them net additional), and GVA impacts amounting to 

£110m. 

Our Ask: 

 £995k of revenue funding from the 2015/16 LGF  

 £690k of revenue funding in later years of LGF 

Our Offer: 

 Far stronger profile for TVB – and the UK – internationally:  80 inward investment projects per annum 

 Substantial private sector leverage 

5.1 TVB’s past economic success owes much to its international connectivity.  However, competing 

on a global stage – whether as a business or a place – is an on-going process and there is no 

room for complacency.  For this reason, we have developed an International Programme to focus 

on the promotion and international positioning of TVB. Within this context, our broad 

intervention logic is summarised below.  Further supporting evidence and insight is provided in 

Evidence Papers 3 and 4 (which are provided separately). 
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Figure 5-1: International Programme – high level logic chain 

 

5.2 Our International Programme comprises two main projects, both of which are wide-ranging.  

These are outlined in the table below and then explained in the paragraphs that follow. 

Table 5-1: International Programme:  How we will implement our projects 

Project 2015/16 LGF / 

“wider ask” 

Wider delivery 

mechanisms 

1: TVB International Business   

2: Developing the Visitor Economy   

5.3 TVB International Business is a short term funding priority.  Its focus is straightforwardly on 

inward investment – and re-investment – as a route to wealth creation.  In this context, there is 

much to do, but we believe that the “prize” is potentially substantial.  Through this intervention, 

we intend to increase the number of inward investment projects within TVB by at least 50% 

while encouraging re-investment among existing businesses.  This in turn will create or 

safeguard around 4,000 jobs.  Some public sector investment will be required, but this project 

will generate significant leverage.  A synopsis of this key project is provided in Box 5-2 below. 
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Box 5-2:  TVB International Business 

This project is an important one for TVB given its strong international focus. In delivering it, we intend to 

advance five separate strands of activity: 

 Make provision for a world class business/conference centre:  This will be a catalyst to business 

tourism (linking to our wider Visitor Economy initiative which is identified as a longer term priority) and 

it will provide a particular resource for our larger corporates.  We expect the private sector to deliver 

the facility, but we intend to initiate some of the preliminary feasibility and design work to test the 

market and make headway 

 Complete a branding exercise for Thames Valley Berkshire:  This will consider how the area should be 

branded in seeking to attract international businesses, highly qualified workers and students.  We 

believe that a well-thought-through brand is an essential pre-requisite for raising the area’s profile vis-

à-vis national and international audiences alike; this may be a “Greater Thames Valley” brand developed 

in conjunction with the GTV6 LEPs (see Chapter 6) 

 Promote the offer provided by Thames Valley Berkshire:  This will produce the material, evidence and 

resources required to attract companies when making locational choices. It will be communicated via all 

the appropriate channels (i.e. the web, print, social media, radio, television, conference collateral) and 

made readily available to UKTI, the Thames Valley Chambers and other organisations (and businesses) 

that could potentially promote TVB internationally.  The same material, evidence and resources will be 

made available to existing businesses to encourage them to invest – and reinvest – locally, focusing 

particularly on those operating in knowledge-intensive sectors 

 Integrating the Thames Valley Berkshire offer:  We have responsibilities, not just in relation to TVB but 

also the UK as a whole.  We therefore intend to echo, and give detail to, the national ambitions as 

demonstrated in such documents as the UKTI Global Perspective and UK Ambitions. 

 Channels to impact:  Finally, we need to ensure that our inward investment marketing material and 

other collateral are developed in the right place at the right time. Hence we will identify those 

companies, conferences, partners and agencies that will carry the collateral to markets and businesses 

which are looking at expanding somewhere in Europe. This work will also include identifying those 

companies that will support the TVB brand on their websites and other material (so that the “TVB 

brand” is ever-present when doing business in Berkshire). 

5.4 In parallel, we will develop a strategic long term approach to the growth of the Visitor Economy.  

This has clear links to the project outlined above, particularly with regard to branding, promotion 

and the development of conference facilities.  Our emerging proposal is outlined in Box 5-3 

below. 
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Box 5-3:  Visitor Economy 

Over the next period, we intend to encourage partners to work towards a proactive approach to developing the 

Visitor Economy.  This may include a number of elements: 

 Support the enablement of a TVB “conference desk”:  This will “join up” the current offer by providing 

consistent information about locations, events and amenities within the area.  Cross referrals will be 

possible and the “offer” to business tourists, many of whom are international, will be significantly 

enhanced.  

 Develop appropriate skills, education and training to support the Visitor Economy:  The Visitor 

Economy is a major employer within TVB.  Many businesses (particularly hotels) however struggle to 

recruit and retain staff.  Rather than employing local people, they are inclined to recruit internationally.  

Some FE Colleges within TVB are providing good opportunities for young people to develop skills 

appropriate for the tourism and hospitality sectors.  The aim is therefore three-fold: to encourage 

hotels and other businesses to look for local solutions in addressing recruitment needs; to make young 

people and others in TVB more aware of the opportunities that exist within the sector; and to spread 

good practice among FE Colleges and other providers who are active in providing training and learning 

opportunities of relevance to this sector 

 Research:  Develop a baseline statement on the scale of the Visitor Economy across Thames Valley 

Berkshire (currently this exists across some unitary authority areas, but not all). 

5.5 The table below summarises funding requirements in relation to our International Programme.  It 

also shows the outputs that will be generated. 

Table 5-2: International Programme:  Short term funding, outputs and outcomes/impacts 

Programme  Aggregate across all short term projects 

Sources of Funding  

 2015/16 LGF/“wider ask” £995k 

 [Later LGF (2016/17 onwards)] [£690k] 

 Private sector [£100m] 

Outputs/impacts  

 Inward investment (and re-

investment) projects secured 

within TVB 

80 per annum 

Outcomes/impacts by 2020/21  

 Additional jobs  4,000 

 Net additional GVA £110m 
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6. Cross-LEP Working 

6.1 As mentioned throughout the documents that comprise our SEP – and indeed within this 

Implementation Plan – we are routinely working with other LEPs as part of the Greater Thames 

Valley Six (GTV6): Thames Valley Berkshire, Buckinghamshire Thames Valley, Enterprise M3, 

Oxfordshire, Coast to Capital and Hertfordshire. The GTV6 area is worth £193bn or 14.4% of the 

national economy; contained within its boundaries are over 330,000 businesses providing 3.1m 

jobs.   We have also established a dialogue with Swindon and Wiltshire LEP. 

6.2 Examples of active GTV6 LEP collaboration include: 

 5G Innovation Centre (5GIC): GTV6 are working with the University of Surrey and major 

telecommunications companies to maximise the opportunities arising from 5G through 

the development of the 5GIC test bed. This joint venture will bring together local 

businesses, universities and national and local business service providers.  Note that this 

project is referenced in the context of our Infrastructure Programme; 

 Digital Infrastructure: sharing best practice on achieving 100% Next Generation Access 

(after BDUK work has completed) and ensuring that businesses have access to globally 

competitive broadband speeds; 

 EU Programmes: collaborating on EU SIFs, working together on key sectors such as 

digital media and the rural economy; sharing project ideas; considering efficiencies in the 

management and delivery of the programme; and also more strategic collaborations, 

including bidding as a group for other EU programme funds to support our plans; 

 Transport (Road & Rail): lobbying on road and rail issues with the Highways Agency (on 

the Route Based Strategies) and Network Rail on the Western Route Study, part of the 

rail industry’s Long Term Planning Process; collaborating on cycle links with 

Buckinghamshire Thames Valley LEP; 

 Business Growth Hub: sharing best practice in business support and in activities to 

signpost businesses to the support they need, such as web portals; 

 Inward Investment: collective promotion of the Greater Thames Valley and influencing 

the support provided through UKTI. This links strongly to our International Programme; 
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 Housing:  sharing approaches and innovative thinking on the acceleration of affordable 

housing across boundaries and working with developers, housing associations and local 

authorities on future housing needs accepting that LEPs are not Local Planning 

Authorities and are not tasked with housing development; 

 London: Working with West London Business and Place West London on issues of 

relevance to the eastern part of our sub-region, including the local consequences of 

Heathrow Airport. 
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7. Governance arrangements 

7.1 Thames Valley Berkshire LEP is a company limited by guarantee, a common legal structure for 

voluntary and social enterprises.  The LEP’s Articles determine that it operates through a Forum 

and an Executive (committee of directors). It makes use of working groups consisting of both 

directors and member representatives as well as other co-opted, selected or nominated 

individuals (dependent on the sector). 

7.2 Thames Valley Berkshire LEP Ltd has directors and member representatives drawn from the 

private sector, our six local authorities (at leader, chief executive or cabinet member level), the 

community sector, the higher education and further education sectors, and it also has members 

drawn from the local business umbrella bodies, i.e. the Federation of Small Businesses, the 

Institute of Directors, the Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce and the CBI.  

7.3 Its governance is overseen by a Nominations & Governance Committee, chaired by a private 

sector director (a lawyer) and including directors and member representatives from the 

community sector and local authorities. This is advised independently by a locally retained, full-

service law firm. 

7.4 The Forum delegates day-to-day responsibility for the management of the LEP to the Executive, 

which consists of nine directors including two from the Berkshire unitary authorities, nominated 

respectively by the Berkshire Leaders and the Berkshire Chief Executives Groups.  

7.5 This governance model has been in place since the company was constituted in December 2011 

and has benefitted from a Succession Plan managed by the Nominations & Governance 

Committee. This means that, in accordance with our Articles of Association, the majority of 

directors have been replaced since incorporation, including the Berkshire Leader and Chief 

Executive nominees.  
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Figure 7-1: Representation on the TVB LEP Forum 

 

7.6 The Forum is responsible for directly representing the interests of the LEP’s membership and 

other relevant stakeholders. It is the main collective body to which the Executive would seek to 

explain and justify its actions. As such, the Forum plays a central role in ensuring the 

accountability of a LEP to its wider constituency. The Forum members are responsible for 

regularly feeding back information about the LEP to the constituencies and stakeholder 

organisations that either elected or appointed them. 

7.7 In practice, the Executive and the Forum meet regularly, and detailed briefing notes are provided 

throughout the year. The Executive also strives to maintain a high level of transparency to the 

wider LEP membership and other stakeholder groups (as evidenced by the activities of the sub-

groups, etc. and a comprehensive communications strategy). 

7.8 The Forum has been a successful model for decisions made to date, in allocating over £17m of 

public funds, i.e. Growing Places Fund and Regional Growth Fund, in conjunction with the 

processes of our Accountable Body, the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead.  

7.9 Nevertheless, we have kept our governance arrangements under constant review, and we have 

also welcomed the co-operation and scrutiny of the Berkshire Leaders and the Berkshire Chief 

Executives Groups.  
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7.10 On 21
st

 March this year we collectively resolved to continue with the current decision-making 

arrangements, including the retention of the Local Transport Body, agreeing to review them at 

two key points during 2014: 

 announcement of the Local Growth Deal 

 clarification of the ‘business processes’ governing the EU SIF Strategy. 

Joint Committees 

7.11 There are two Joint Committees (JC) informing the decisions of the LEP Forum: 

 the Local Transport Body (LTB) consists of six elected members (with transport 

portfolios), and six business representatives selected by the LEP. This body is currently 

overseeing the appointment of independent assessors that will support Thames Valley 

Berkshire LEP and Buckinghamshire Thames Valley LEP in the scrutiny of their 

respective transport schemes, in accordance with the approved DfT Assurance 

Framework. 

 the Thames Valley Berkshire City Deal JC consists of the six local authority member 

representatives from the LEP Forum and two non-voting co-optees: the LEP Chairman 

and its Business Director. This body oversees all strategic and financial decisions 

regarding the three-year Thames Valley Berkshire City Deal. 
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Figure 7-2: Current governance arrangements 

 

7.12 In developing our SEP, including the Implementation Plan, our governance structure has been 

tested and it has proved to be effective.  Of particular importance are the following: 

 all six of our unitary authorities have taken the SEP through their democratic processes, 

and all six have approved it formally 

 the development of the infrastructure elements of our SEP has been overseen by the 

Local Transport Body (LTB) and by a Strategic Infrastructure Group (comprising senior 

transport officers from the six unitary authorities).  Specifically in relation to transport 

schemes, all of those included in our Implementation Plan have been reviewed, scored 

and ranked.  Notwithstanding the fact that all are important and all are deliverable, 

these rankings will come into play if our settlement in relation to the 2015/16 LGF is 

disappointing, through a formal recommendation which will be made by the LTB to the 

Forum. 

7.13 In delivering our Implementation Plan, our intention is that “form follows function” and that our 

sub-groups will be reconfigured to take responsibility for each of our four Programmes whilst 
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reporting ultimately to the Forum. The sub-groups will be chaired by an appropriate director of 

the (LEP) company who has led the development of the implementation plans and will review, on 

a regular basis, monitoring returns from our delivery partners. This will enable them to check 

progress against plans and to take action quickly if issues arise. This will require some 

restructuring of the LEP at sub-group level, as shown below, but will not affect the overall 

governance arrangements described above. 

 

Figure 7-3: Probable future governance arrangements after restructuring (described above) 
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8. Monitoring and evaluation 

8.1 In delivering our Implementation Plan, monitoring and evaluation will be essential processes – 

both in terms of probity (monitoring) but also with regard to learning (evaluation).  In order to 

complete both intelligently, we will develop a fit-for-purpose Monitoring and Evaluation 

Framework.  Much of this is already in place (particularly our high level logic chains and the 

underlying evidence base), but it will need to be converted into an operational tool once the 

scale of our Local Growth Deal is clearer (and this in turn relates to governance).  

8.2 With regard to monitoring, our approach will be proportionate.  Our expectations of – and 

demands on – larger projects will be greater than on smaller ones.  In general terms, we would 

expect to monitor spend and outputs on a quarterly basis.  Beyond this: 

 where relevant, we intend to use arrangements that mirror those for EU SIF, minimising 

the need for new systems of data collection and assembly 

 we have adopted standard DfT practices; our Assurance Framework has been approved 

and will be managed by the LTB, supported by our Strategic Infrastructure Group.  

8.3 The need to comply with TVB LEP’s requirements in respect of the timely and accurate provision 

of verified monitoring data (relating to spend and outputs) will be agreed formally with delivery 

partners.  

8.4 In relation to evaluation, we want to adopt an approach that is meaningful, and which generates 

real intelligence that will shape future iterations of the SEP (including the Implementation Plan).  

We therefore propose a mix of process and impact evaluations, some with a longitudinal 

element, and consistent with the approaches set out in HMT’s Magenta Book.  The detail will be 

developed through our Monitoring and Evaluation Framework once the nature and scope of our 

Local Growth Deal is clearer. 
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Annex A:  Estimating outputs, outcomes and 

impacts 

A.1 In developing the Implementation Plan – as part of our overall Strategic Economic Plan – we have 

sought to gather information on projected outputs.  We have used this information to derive 

estimates of potential outcomes and impacts.  Our approach has been necessarily broad brush 

and pragmatic, and we will refine and improve our estimates over time.  However even at this 

stage, we have derived our estimates transparently and systematically.  This Annex explains the 

approach we have used. 

Outputs 

A.2 The detail of Implementation Plan priorities has been developed, in the main, by our partners and 

stakeholders:  it has therefore been derived bottom-up.  We are assured that this provides our 

Implementation Plan with a strong degree of local ownership, commitment and buy-in that 

includes – but extends well beyond – the membership of our Executive and Forum.  We are also 

assured that this grounds our proposed projects in a strong sense of realism:  they were very 

largely worked up by the individuals/organisations that will in due course deliver them.  It was 

from this practitioner/deliverer perspective that estimates of potential outputs were made. 

A.3 Project leads were asked to provide data in relation to the first six years of the SEP but also – 

where relevant – with a tentative indication of later outputs.  All projects were asked for 

information on jobs, housing, employment land/floorspace, business assists, skills/training and 

other standard outputs; they were also asked to flag any other outputs of relevance to the SEP. 

A.4 Recognising the importance of jobs figures, in aggregating gross outputs (including indirect 

jobs), we took particular care to ensure that jobs were not potentially double-counted within 

individual projects.  However we assumed that different projects were not claiming the same 

jobs as gross outputs.  Given the range of interventions within our Implementation Plan, we are 

satisfied, in the main, that this assumption is sound. 

Routes to Impact 

A.5 Consistent with our Programme-level logic chains, a review of projects suggested three principal 

potential routes to greater GVA:  through more jobs, better skills, and through the productivity 

gains linked to reduced congestion.  The “jobs” route – which is likely to be the most important – 

itself had a number of dimensions:  direct jobs, indirect jobs and jobs created as a result of 
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population increases following housing development.  These principal routes to impact are 

illustrated in Figure A1. 

Figure A1: Thames Valley Berkshire Strategic Economic Plan:  Principal Routes to Impact 

 

A.6 We sought to estimate the GVA impact of the projects included in the Implementation Plan 

through the use of a series of reference sources – particularly HCA/Offpat’s Employment 

Densities Guide, 2010 and HCA’s Additionality Guide, 2014.  Data on GVA per job for TVB were 

sourced through Cambridge Econometrics’ Local Economy Forecasting Model using a set of 

baseline projections that had been generated (in Autumn 2013) as part of the Evidence Base
1
 

for the SEP and these were used to generate a first-cut estimate of GVA impacts.  We applied a 

modest multiplier but in calculating GVA, we also scaled back the estimates of jobs created to 

allow for displacement, deadweight, substitution, etc.  Overall, we used a gross to net 

additionality ratio of 48%.  This figure was strongly influenced by the contents of HCA’s 

Additionality Guide which – in section 5.4 – provides additionality ratios for a very wide range of 

intervention types based on substantial evaluation evidence.  We also considered the findings of 

BIS Occasional Paper No 1:  Research to improve the assessment of additionality.  This identified 

overall net additionality ratios of 45.8% (sub-regional) and 50.3% (regional), and within this, 

higher ratios for “people and skills” and “regeneration through physical infrastructure” than for 

“business development and competitiveness”.  The ratio we used was therefore mid-range.  

                                                                 

1
 Note that a report of the baseline projections generated by Cambridge Econometrics through LEFM is contained within the 

substantial Evidence Base document which is available as part of our Strategic Economic Plan 
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A.7 Our assertions in relation to impact are first-cut estimates; they claim nothing more.  We intend 

to complete more formal modelling to inform our Monitoring and Evaluation Framework.  

However the estimates we have developed over the last few weeks have been generated on a 

consistent and transparent bottom-up basis, and with some external scrutiny. We are therefore 

satisfied with their validity whilst acknowledging that they remain first-cut estimates. 

A.8 As highlighted in Figure A1 above, it is however important to note that our estimates of GVA 

impact take no account at all of the productivity benefits linked to time savings as a result of 

reduced congestion.  Given the extent of congestion in TVB, the associated GVA gain is likely to 

be considerable (see Evidence Paper 7, which is part of the SEP evidence base).  Hence in 

practice, our estimates understate – possibly by some margin – the overall impact of the 

interventions included within our Implementation Plan.   


